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We introduce the use of two machine learning algorithms to create an empirical model of an
experimental apparatus, which is able to reduce the number of measurements necessary for generic
optimisation tasks exponentially as compared to unbiased systematic optimisation. Principal Com-
ponent Analysis (PCA) can be used to reduce the degrees of freedom in cases for which a rudimentary
model describing the data exists. We further demonstrate the use of an Artificial Neural Network
(ANN) for tasks where a model is not known. This makes the presented method applicable to a
broad range of different optimisation tasks covering multiple fields of experimental physics. We
demonstrate both algorithms at the example of detecting and compensating stray electric fields in
an ion trap and achieve a successful compensation with an exponentially reduced amount of data.
The successful acquisition of data from experiments re-
quires a careful calibration and correction of environmen-
tal influences. Across the fields of atomic and condensed
matter physics, the continuously increasing requirements
regarding the precision of experiments, for example, in
atomic clocks and quantum computers requires an ever
better cancellation of disturbances in order to maintain
quantum coherence. Similarly, advanced experiments in
particle physics rely on more accurate stabilization of the
position and focus of particle beams. Hence, detecting
and reacting to an external noise source, which drives an
experimental system out of its optimal state, and com-
pensating it, is a frequent challenge for many experimen-
tal platforms. This can be particularly cumbersome when
the timescale required for readjustment of the setup is
comparable to the timescale of the temporal deviation of
the noise source. Therefore, efficient and fast methods
for the detection and compensation of external perturba-
tions are of high importance. Even though the physical
sources of perturbations can be quite different and spe-
cific to an experimental setup, for example, time-varying
stray electromagnetic fields over thermal drifts to accel-
eration and motion of the apparatus, the optimization
problem is fairly generic.
Of course, a comprehensive simulation of the whole
experimental system including all possible fringe effects
would enable the prediction of deviations from the op-
timal state due to external deviations. However, such
a simulation is usually impossible since it would require
deep knowledge of all special characteristics of the setup
and the noise sources. When weighing up effort and gain
of a universally applicable simulation compared to a un-
biased systematic search for an optimal setting within
a (sometimes huge) parameter space, the latter wins in
most cases. A potentially smart way out could originate
from machine learning research, which in recent years has
found its way into the domain of physics [1]. For exam-
ple, reinforcement learning techniques have been utilized
to systematically scan large potential parameter spaces
in search for optimal values [2–5] and supervised learn-
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Figure 1. (a) An experimental system (blue circle) is dis-
turbed by external noise sources {N1, ...N4}. Experimental
controls {C1, ...C3} along counteract these disturbances with
N parameters. In general, the compensation axes do not co-
incide with the axes of disturbance. (b) The noise sources
translate the operating point away from the optimal point on
a trajectory in k-dimensional parameter space. The controls
should cancel the noise sources. (c) Concept of the optimiza-
tion: The volume of the hypercube nk is sampled along lines
across the hypercube, which are fed into a neural network.
ing techniques yielded improved measurements and opti-
mised critical parameters [6–8].
Here, we demonstrate a different machine learning ap-
proach to greatly simplify the correction of error sources
without the need of a lengthy exploration through pa-
rameter space. We experimentally demonstrate our novel
methodology at the example of the electric stray-field
compensation of a radiofrequency ion trap. By apply-
ing supervised and unsupervised machine learning algo-
rithms, we are able to create an accurate empirical model
of the underlying experimental system, which allows us
to access the correlations between parameters, for exam-
ple, induced by the geometry of the setup. The machine
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2learning approach has the advantage to work directly on
existing data and does not need any additional informa-
tion to compensate an external perturbation with an ac-
curacy which is limited only by measurement error. We
demonstrate that our approach reduces the number of
required measurements to reach the same accuracy as
compared to an unbiased systematic search by several
orders of magnitude and features an exceptionally better
scaling behaviour.
The concept of our approach is shown in Figure 1a.
We consider an experimental system (in blue), which
is perturbed by a set of noise sources {N1, N2, ...Nm}
in unspecified locations, i.e., with an unknown cross-
correlation between them. The noise sources can be
static or time-dependent and they drive the experimental
system out of its optimal operating condition. This cor-
responds to a displacement of the system in a parameter
space, see Figure 1b. The goal is the cancellation of the
noise sources at the location of the experiment with a
set of linearly independent controls {C1, C2, ..., Ck}. The
value of k denotes the dimensionality of the configura-
tion space in which the optimization takes place. The
k–dimensional set of control variables which brings the
system back to the optimal operation conditions cancels
the external noise sources and is referred to as compensa-
tion point. Without any prior knowledge, the optimisa-
tion routine would need to scan the whole configuration
space, say, on a hypercubic grid with n datapoints along
k directions, i.e., order nk datapoints, see Figure 1c. The
value of n depends on the required precision.
Here, we take a different approach, see Figure 1c: We
feed line segments across the cubic grid into a neural
network and train the neural network with the data to
predict the optimal point at which the effect of the noise
sources is canceled. The input into the neural network
is a set of numbers, representing several points in the k-
dimensional parameter space. We have found the neural
network to perform this optimization task very efficiently
and hence, we choose a linear benchmark for the num-
ber of measurements a · n · k required for a successful
prediction of the compensation point. Here, n · k repre-
sents the number of points of one line segment in every
dimension within the hypercube and a measures the im-
provement due to the neural network and ideally is a < 1.
In the following, we make use of two distinct algorithms:
the principal component analysis (PCA) and an artifi-
cial neural network (ANN) and show that both of them
outperform a linear model. We furthermore show that
by taking accuracy measures into account, the amount
of input data can be reduced to a minimum in the case
of the ANN, which is even below the principal minimum
of k data points of the PCA.
The Principle Component Analysis (PCA) [9, 10] is an
unsupervised learning algorithm which can identify the
direction of maximum variance within a dataset in pa-
rameter space. In the best case, all deviations from the
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Figure 2. Schematic of ion trap setup and compensation
of stray fields. (a) Three non-collinear laser beams illumi-
nate the trapped ion and the fluorescence counts are detected
on a single-photon counter. The correlation between photon
counts and supplied radiofrequency measures the strength of
the electric stray field. (b) Upon varying the control voltages
supplied to the dc electrodes, all points of minimal detected
correlations lie on a plane for each beam. The intersection of
the planes corresponding to the different beams is the optimal
stray fields compensation (denoted by X).
optimally compensated experiment can be explained by
one principal component. Then, the multiplicative factor
aPCA approaches aPCA = 1/k. This can be expected for
an electric or magnetic field perturbing a very small ob-
ject such that field gradients can be neglected. Using the
PCA it is possible to determine this field axis and the task
of experimental optimisation can be reduced to a single
component in a transformed parameter space. However,
the PCA method works also for more general and more
complicated deviations as long as we can provide a linear
model of the problem.
To go even further, we use a fully-connected artificial
neural network (ANN) to train on compensation data us-
ing back-propagation [11, 12] and Adam gradient descent
optimization [13]. In comparison to PCA, this approach
has no need for a suited data representation and can cap-
ture non-linear transformations as well. By training the
ANN with just the equivalent of a few full compensation
runs of data, it is possible to push the network predic-
tion accuracy to the limit of the experimental accuracy
of the training dataset. The coefficient aANN depends on
the desired accuracy. We find empirically that the neu-
ral network exceeds the performance of the PCA with
1/(nk) ≤ aANN ≤ aPCA and note that the ANN can
perform particularly efficient when a lower prediction ac-
curacy than the underlying training dataset accuracy is
needed.
In the following, we demonstrate an application of the
concept presented in the previous section and demon-
strate its superiority over previous methodology. We tar-
get the compensation of electric stray fields in a Paul trap
confining a single trapped ion. The Paul trap comprises
of an electric quadrupole field oscillating at frequency
Ω which confines the ion at its center, see Figure 2a.
However, stray electric fields push the ion away from the
3symmetry point of the quadrupole field and increase the
(micro–)motion of the ion, which severely limit its use in
quantum information processing [14] and atomic clocks
[15, 16]. We compensate stray fields along an arbitrary
direction by using a linear combination of electric fields
applied in three orthogonal directions. Hence, the dimen-
sionality of the compensation parameter space is k = 3.
There are several established methods for detecting
stray electric fields by probing the micromotion of a
trapped ion [17–22]. Here, we utilize the Doppler cor-
relation technique [18, 23, 24]. To this end, we illumi-
nate the ion with a laser beam and record the scattered
photons on a single-photon counter, see Figure 2. The
correlation between photon arrival times and supplied
radiofrequency Ω measure the excess motion of the ion
along the laser beam axis. This methodology, however,
provides only information about the motion of the ion
with a component along the wave vector of the laser
beam, whereas motion of the ion in the orthogonal direc-
tions cannot be detected. Hence, a full three-dimensional
sampling of the electric field compensation requires three
non-colinear laser beams. Unfortunately, in practice the
minimisation of motion along one beam axis likely intro-
duces additional motion along the two remaining beam
axes. This non–trivial coupling is determined by the rel-
ative orientation of the laser beams, trap geometry and
direction of applied electric dc fields. One can map the
configuration space in a cubic grid as in Figure 1c by per-
forming nk measurements of the ions’s motion resulting
a systematic search in the parameter space of applied DC
electric field [25]. Iterative methods [18] or data describ-
ing mathematical models like trajectory analysis [19] can
reduce the number of required measurements for a full
compensation, however, no previously reported method
has reached a better scaling than a · n · k with a · n ≥ 3
because they capture only parts of the coupling between
the parameters and nature of the disturbance.
In the Doppler correlation measurement, all points for
which we detect minimal motion along one probe laser
beam axis, form a hyperplane in parameter space for the
investigated region. The orientation of the plane depends
on the coupling between the experimental parameters as
described above and needs not to be orthogonal to the
corresponding beam axis. The parameter set for which
all three planes intersect is the ideal compensation point.
In order to test the accuracy of the prediction of our
optimization procedure, we define a measure σ as the
standard deviation of predicted compensation points for
several input data sets of a common noise manifestation
in terms of their Euclidean distance in parameter space.
We have verified that the predicted compensation is in
68% of the cases within one standard deviation from the
actual one. From a pure geometric point of view, deter-
mining the parameters defining a plane requires a mini-
mum of three correlation measurements per plane. The
minimal approach of nine measurements provides us with
σ = 734 V/m and therefore the accuracy is worse than
the typical range of compensation drift, which averages to
∼ 600 V/m over a few months. The reason for this short-
fall is that the quality of the fitted plane parameters and
hence the determination of their crossing depends criti-
cally on the number of datapoints per plane. In practice,
we have found that the we require a minimum of n = 8
points per plane (i.e. 24 in total) to calculate the point
of intersection with an accuracy of 53 V/m, which is suf-
ficient for our purposes (see Figure 3).
Next, we extend the plane–model by a principal com-
ponent analysis (PCA) with the goal of further reducing
the number of datapoints needed for finding the inter-
section point. We achieve a full compensation with 1
data point per beam (i.e. aPCA · n = 1), which, remark-
ably, is below the minimal requirement of measurements
to mathematically define a plane. With the self-learned
correlations, which previously were not covered by our
data model, we are able to predict the correct compensa-
tion point with an accuracy of σ = 42 V/m. The PCA-
enhanced plane model reduces the number of measure-
ments required by one order of magnitude, from 24 to 3,
with even improved values of σ. This advantage origi-
nates in the PCA method’s capability of revealing pos-
sible correlations between the plane parameters without
knowing the final optimal compensation point. There-
fore, a suited linear combination of the plane parame-
ters represented by the first principal component (which
represent 89% of variance) leads to a reduction of re-
quired measurements. Moreover, we find that σPCA is
even slightly smaller than our measurement accuracy of
54 V/m. This shows that the limiting factor for predic-
tion accuracy is not the method of machine learning, but
rather the measurement accuracy within the experiment.
This, however, is quite a generic situation as any model of
noise sources is always approximate and machine learning
algorithms can efficiently spot correlations which have
been unknown or are incorrectly captured by the model.
In order to even eliminate the need for the pre-
existence of any mathematical model, we choose a neu-
ral network to exploit possible hidden correlations to de-
crease the amount of data needed for prediction beyond
linear sets of parameters. The fully-connected neural net-
work consist of a hidden layer with a size of 16 neurons
and 3 output neurons representing the 3 spatial compo-
nents of the compensation point. For the input layer
we compare two different sizes, namely 9 neurons repre-
senting three points in parameter space (one point per
beam) and 4 neurons, representing one point in parame-
ter space and the identification of the beam i along which
the ions’s motion was minimised i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. In contrast
to the self–learning PCA algorithm, for training of the
neural network, we have to provide ”correct” data to
learn from. We use data from seven full compensation
measurements, each representing a different charge dis-
tribution in our setup and consisting in total out of 137
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Figure 3. Comparison of the accuracy of the different compensation methods. The size of the circles denotes the standard
deviation of the spread σ (diameter of the circles) normalised to the measurement accuracy of 54 V/m. For reference, over three
months of operation the spread of measured compensation points amounts to 600 V/m which reflects the changing environmental
conditions in the apparatus.
datapoints. In Figure 3 we show that already this com-
parably small amount of data is sufficient to train the
network, such that the compensation point can be pre-
dicted on an unknown dataset with σANN,9 = 34 V/m for
an input layer of 9 neurons. This compares to the PCA–
enhanced plane model in accuracy and amount of needed
data. However, the big advantage of this method is that
it does not take any model such as the plane–model into
account and is therefore applicable even in cases where
no model for the noise sources and coupling between ex-
perimental parameters exists or is known. In the case
of the 4-neuron-neural network, the accuracy drops by
about 30 % and shows that the provided information of
one datapoint is not sufficient to create a model as precise
as for a 9 neuron-input. However, in cases where lower
accuracy is acceptable constitutes an additional factor of
3 reduction in needed input data.
In Figure 3 we show the results of the prediction accu-
racy of the discussed models. The unbiased systematic
sampling shows the slowest convergence, as a function of
the number of measurements, reaching a compensation
uncertainty of 60 V/m only after 1,000 measurements.
For comparison, the model using the intersecting planes
reaches a comparable accuracy already after 24 measure-
ments. Even though this gain is quite impressive, the
machine learning algorithms achieved a further reduc-
tion in measurements of one order of magnitude. Fur-
thermore, the reduction to only one measurement along
one beam-axis in case of the 4-neuron model leads to
a significant simplification of the measurement process.
Further, in this case we achieve a remarkable reduction
of aANN,4 · n · k = 1 which means, that our system re-
quires a smaller number of datapoints than the dimension
k of the problem. This is comparable to a perfect k-
dimensional mathematical model where just one unique
point is enough to complete the whole model and derive
the compensation point from, except for the fact that
with the ANN we only have access to this single com-
pensation point instead of the whole point-space. The
use of two hidden layers (each 16 neurons) for the neural
networks brought no further improvement.
In conclusion, we have shown that machine learning
techniques can greatly help to perform generic optimi-
sation tasks leading to an exponential speed-up of cali-
bration measurements. Not only does this speed up data
acquisition, but might also facilitate active stabilisation
of noise sources which previously was impossible due to
too long data acquisition and analysis. Although, gener-
ally, machine learning approaches require large amounts
of training data, we show that even very little data can
achieve a similar or better prediction accuracy compared
to a pre-defined data describing mathematical model
solely limited by the quality of data provided to the ma-
chine learning algorithms. We have demonstrated our
approach on a generic optimisation problem and expect
that our methodology is widely applicable to a broad
range of experimental settings.
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